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ABSTRACT

Background: Safe and effective patient handovers remain a global organisational and training challenge. Limited evidence supports available handover training programmes. Customisable training is a promising approach to improve the quality and sustainability of handover training and outcomes.

Objective: We present a Handover Toolbox designed in the context of the European HANDOVER Project. The Toolbox aims to support physicians, nurses, individuals in health professions training, medical educators and handover experts by providing customised handover training tools for different clinical needs and contexts.

Methods: The Handover Toolbox uses the Technology Enhanced Learning Design Process (TEL-DP), which encompasses user requirements analysis; writing personas; group concept mapping; analysis of suitable software; plus, minus, interesting rating; and usability testing. TEL-DP is aligned with participatory design approaches and ensures development occurs in close collaboration with, and engagement of, key stakeholders.

Results: Application of TEL-DP confirmed that the ideal formats of handover training differs for practicing professionals versus individuals in health profession education programmes. Training experts from different countries differed in their views on the optimal content and delivery of training. Analysis of suitable software identified ready-to-use systems that provide required functionalities and can be further customised by users’ needs. Interest rating and usability testing resulted in improved usability, navigation and uptake of the Handover Toolbox.

Conclusions: The design of the Handover Toolbox was based on a carefully led stakeholder participatory design using the TEL-DP approach. The Toolbox supports a customisable learning approach that allows trainers to design training that addresses the specific information needs of the various target groups. We offer recommendations regarding the application of the Handover Toolbox to medical educators.

INTRODUCTION

Safe patient handovers require that accurate, reliable and relevant information is unambiguously communicated between healthcare providers. Improperly conducted handovers lead to wrong treatment, delays in medical diagnosis, life-threatening adverse events, patient complaints, increased healthcare expenditure, increased hospital length of stay and a range of other effects that impact on the health system.1–5 The WHO lists effective handovers as one of the High 5 patient safety initiatives.9 While training for handover skills is a promising approach to improve the quality of handovers,7–9 the need for handover training in medical education has not been clearly stated and present training methods have not been validated. Research has identified medical trainees’ dissatisfaction with current handover practices as a result of a lack of clear policies and ineffective training.7–10 Training in handover and patient safety is disjointed, lacks focus and there has been a paucity of research about formative or summative evaluation of present educational and training strategies.7 11–13

Gaining insight into appropriate training strategies can thus provide guidelines for improving handover skills through training. However, training and learning alone are not sufficient to improve handovers. A supportive environment is also required to ensure the transfer of training and sustainability of the intervention.14 Thus, an effective solution to improve handovers will require a combination of the following: effective tools, protocols, methods (ie, checklists for standardised steps); interventions to change the culture around patient handovers (ie, role playing, simulation); and a supportive environment that allows the effective transfer of training into the workplace (ie, microsystem-based training and coaching).15 This framework must be maintained when searching for solutions to improve handovers.
Handover procedures depend to a significant degree on context, handover practices and cultures, and the problems experienced vary across different institutions and European countries.\textsuperscript{1, 11, 16} Designing a one-size-fits-all training may not be practical or effective. As part of the larger European HANDOVER Project,\textsuperscript{17} we developed a web-based knowledge exchange environment that enabled an online community of practice,\textsuperscript{18–20} which we named the Handover Toolbox (see http://www.handovertoolbox.eu). The Toolbox takes into account the diversity of needed solutions to improve handovers in varied patient care settings, and contains state of the art knowledge about standardised and ready to use tools to improve handovers; information on the content and format of handover training and ready to use training material; and guidelines on how efforts to improve handovers need to be sensitive to culture and organisational issues. Knowledge in these areas is continuously growing, yet the impact of interventions to improve handovers on patient care practices and patient safety is not clear.\textsuperscript{7–9} Thus, we developed a virtual environment that combines state-of-the-art information, contributions and cooperation from user groups, including their knowledge about the conditions for use, to improve the usability of the Toolbox.

The Handover Toolbox can be classified as an educational intervention using innovative teaching technologies, which aims to increase the knowledge and skills of target users to contribute to more effective handovers. We incorporated the experience of general practitioners, nurses, medical educational experts, experts on intervention mapping and experts on patient handover, using a ‘Technology Enhanced Learning Design Process’ (TEL-DP), which consists of six methods related to user participation in educational programme design. We first describe TEL-DP, then we describe the outcomes of its application and present the Handover Toolbox. We conclude with recommendations for the application of the Handover Toolbox to medical education in Europe and the role of TEL-DP in medical education.

METHODS

The Technology Enhanced Learning Design Process

TEL-DP was developed at the Centre for Learning Science and Technologies to provide customised technology-enhanced learning products for target domains such as logistics, industry and healthcare. It is similar to participatory design methods by including stakeholders in the design process.\textsuperscript{21} Each of the six methods in TEL-DP provides input or guidance for the next step in the design process, resulting in the final design of a ready-to-use tool that is developed in close cooperation with target users (see figure 1).\textsuperscript{22, 23} Use of TEL-DP promotes user involvement to ensure a sound balance between the designers’ vision and the needs and perspectives of the users.\textsuperscript{24–25} This fundamental departure from traditional medical education practices initiates the engagement of end users at the start of the process. Formative and summative evaluation plays a prominent role, and the longitudinal process offers users and stakeholders insight into the latest solutions and assesses their appropriateness for the stakeholders’ needs.

The application of TEL-DP to the development of the Handover Toolbox included user requirements analysis; writing personas; group concept mapping (GCM); analysis of suitable software; plus, minus, interesting (PMI) rating; and usability testing. We describe each of the methods and their outcomes on an aggregated level.

User requirements analysis

Our user requirements analysis was based on 35 semi-structured interviews with medical trainers from the Netherlands, Poland and Spain who provided a list of requirements and issues about effective handovers.\textsuperscript{16, 26} Stakeholders recommended an e-learning solution that can be used in role playing games and simulations to iteratively improve the handover process. They also emphasised the content and delivery of training needs to be as flexible as possible to enable professionals to be trained in the workplace,\textsuperscript{27} in addition to students and other learners. This suggested that one-size-fits-all training was not applicable, and there was benefit in a customisable learning approach through a toolbox that allows trainers to design their own programme tailored to the needs of trainees and their respective healthcare systems.\textsuperscript{9}

Writing personas

The findings from the stakeholder interviews were used to create ‘writing personas’. A persona is a synthesis of elements drawn from a large number of users who share common job roles, demographics, and user needs, which help designers to understand whom they are designing for.\textsuperscript{28} We created three different personas for providers in Spain, Poland and the Netherlands that sought to represent the average stakeholder in each country. The personas can be found online in the Handover Toolbox.\textsuperscript{29}

Group concept mapping

GCM is an element of TEL-DP that applies a structured participative approach to support the target users to achieve a consensus about particular issues.\textsuperscript{30} In the case of the Handover Toolbox, the issue of interest concerned criteria for effective and efficient handover
training. GCM is a three-step approach that uses idea generation, sorting ideas and rating them with multidimensional scaling and hierarchical cluster analysis.

We first created a list of ideas from the interviews with the medical trainers. Fifteen experts then clustered and ranked these ideas according to importance and feasibility. The results were then discussed by the partners in the HANDOVER Project and the outcomes were taken into account in designing the Toolbox and its contents. A comprehensive overview of the outcomes of the GCM method applied in the HANDOVER Project is provided in another article.31

Software selection
The aim of the software selection process was to choose the web platform to support stakeholders’ e-learning requirements. First, IT requirements were derived from the interviews and the writing personas to get a conceptual view on the collective IT needs of the stakeholder groups. This was followed by composing a use case diagram 32 that demonstrated the desired functionalities of the system. Following this, a first version of the Handover Toolbox was created, which was based on the best candidate software system. This Toolbox was then further customised and enriched with content that was formally reviewed and ‘certified’ by a group of handover experts.

In the last two steps of TEL-DP, the prototype Toolbox was presented to different stakeholder groups to obtain their feedback and suggestions for improvement.

Plus, minus, interesting rating
The PMI rating method 33 was used to collect feedback on the first version of the Handover Toolbox. The PMI rating was conducted at a stakeholder meeting of the HANDOVER Project during which 62 handover experts were given a demonstration of the possibilities of the Handover Toolbox. They were asked to write down statements on what they liked (marked with a plus sign) about the Handover Toolbox, what they disliked about it, or the objections they hold against it (marked with a minus sign), and interesting ideas that might help the designers to improve the Toolbox (marked with a capital I). The statements were then sorted on commonalities by three project team members using card sorting software.34

Usability test
We conducted a usability test to evaluate a refined version of the Handover Toolbox with three groups of training experts and medical professionals at the University Hospital in Barcelona, Spain (n=4), Karolinska Institute in Sweden (n=4), and the University Medical Centre, Utrecht, the Netherlands (n=5). Participants were asked to perform three tasks with the toolbox (eg, search for information, join a group, and add a comment to existing information), while thinking out loud, sharing with the researchers what they are looking at, doing, and experiencing. They were interviewed, and also filled out a questionnaire consisting of 16 items with Likert scales and open-ended questions about their backgrounds and their perceptions on particular aspects of the Toolbox. The results of this contributed to improving the interface and Toolbox content.
functionalities and content. In total, 40 handover tools, 142 related files, 22 videos and 25 discussion topics have been created by the HANDOVER Project team and the Toolbox has 174 registered users to date.

Handover Toolbox functionality

The Handover Toolbox (http://www.handovertoolbox.eu) goes beyond serving as a website that offers static information to users. It offers various options for interaction (the ability to join an existing group or create new a discussion group, and the ability to add files, post a blog or contribute a bookmark). The Toolbox is built around a proactive user concept, and offers users the option to define their own personal space and identify other individuals with similar goals or important expertise as a community of practice with a potentially huge member base. The navigation and functionality of the Toolbox is similar to social network sites; at the same time the Toolbox provides a trusted environment in which data and information in the system are owned and controlled by the users. It can be used as a place to exchange best practices and latest developments by experts; yet it can serve as a small-scale e-learning environment for individual trainers and their learners (see figure 2).

Sign up for the handover toolbox

When signing up for the Toolbox, users provide basic information that will become part of their personal profile within the Toolbox. After signing in, users wait for approval of their account by Toolbox administrator, as access is only provided to trustworthy people to protect the community from spam. After receiving approval, the new member can access the Toolbox and contact other members. The new user has the opportunity to join groups, create their own groups and comment on files.

Groups

The core element in the Toolbox is the notion of groups, and the information related to various aspects of handovers is categorised and presented in relation to these groups. Each group has a theme and a group leader who formed the group and gathered the initial information. Six groups were initiated by the HANDOVER Project members, with themes derived from the information gathered by the interviews with medical trainers, the PMI rating and the usability test:

1. How to use the toolbox.
2. Protocols, checklists and other standardised tools to improve handover.
3. Communication skills, knowledge, awareness, and attitude.
4. Patient empowerment during handover practices.
5. External and organisational factors influencing the effectiveness of handover.
6. Handover training.

Open and closed groups

The default setting for groups is free access (open group) which allows visitors to see and download all information aggregated by the group. Any registered member of the Handover Toolbox can opt to become a member of a group. Membership allows possibilities for

Figure 2  Functionalities of the HANDOVER Toolbox.
active participation, including uploading one’s own materials to the group. Some groups employ a restricted policy (closed group), in which the group leader decided who can become a member. This is particularly useful for educators who want to use the Handover Toolbox as a place where their trainees can find information and can discuss it with fellow trainees confidentially without this frank discourse hampered by the presence of outsiders. For these instances, a new group is created, trainees are invited to become members, and training assignments and other information are shared with them.

Public access versus protected information
A crucial aspect of the Handover Toolbox is the information management that allows users to specify who can edit or view a certain resource (a file, comment, blog, page or video). Individuals and groups who contribute content can make the following distinctions to make their material available in the Toolbox: public—the resource can be accessed by anyone; signed-in members—resources can only be accessed by members of the handover toolbox; only group members—only members of a particular group can access the content; and private—the content is visible to the individual user.

Discussing, commenting, rating
The user-generated content concept that underlies the Handover Toolbox values the active contribution of members. Users are encouraged to contribute to ongoing discussions or start new ones, and they have the opportunity to comment on all resources in the Toolbox. Users are also able to rate resources on a scale from one to five stars, which can be useful for others looking for an appropriate, ‘tested’ resource. The rating is a central instrument to highlight the most relevant information. It also helps to filter the high quality contributions that handover experts will consider for inclusion in the ‘certified’ content section.

Adding files
Registered users can always add files to their own personal profile. Once a file becomes part of the personal profile it can be linked and reused within the toolbox (in a discussion, group or blog posting). Members of groups are able to add files to the group’s resources. This allows groups to develop a comprehensive collection of relevant files in a relatively short time.

Contribute bookmarks
The Toolbox has a powerful bookmarking instrument that enables its users to contribute relevant web pages as bookmarks directly to the Handover Toolbox. The so-called bookmarklet is a little button registered Toolbox users can add to their browser. Whenever they discover an interesting webpage or resource they can click the new button (bookmarklet) in the browser, which brings up a web form. After filling out the form and pressing save, the website is directly stored in the Handover Toolbox. Depending on the information management settings, it may also be distributed to a specific group.

Embed videos
The Handover Toolbox allows the embedding of videos in any text area (blog, wiki page, etc) from a public video sharing site such as vimeo.org or youtube.com by copying and pasting the video link into a discussion, page or blog posting. User developed videos are incorporated by uploading them to a public video sharing site and integrating them into the Toolbox.

‘Certified’ content in the Handover Tools section
The property that all users can upload information to the Toolbox and start a new group was regarded as an appealing feature. At the same time, there is the danger that information may be added that is not reliable or may even be counterproductive for improving handovers. To assure the quality of the information, the Toolbox includes ‘certified’ content, called ‘Handover Tools’. This provides users with the most relevant evidence-based tools, strategies and recommendations. The certified content in the Handover Tools section is organised around six categories: videotaped interviews with handover experts; content related to communication skills, knowledge awareness and attitude; certified protocols and handover checklists; content related to patient empowerment; information on organisational and external factors; and certified handover training materials. Information in the Handover Tools section can only be edited by experts in the Handover community. In the following section we will give a brief overview of the certified content section.

Interviews with handover experts on video
The Tools section includes a collection of 22 interviews with patient handover experts from five countries. Interviews cover a broad range of topics, including a European research agenda around handover, the role of videotaping for reflection of handover processes, organisational culture in handover processes, and how process mapping can be used to understand the process of handover, among others.
Communication skills, knowledge awareness and attitude

The HANDOVER Project advocates a combination of training in communication skills, improving knowledge of safe practices, increasing awareness to the potential for mistakes to happen and adapting attitudes accordingly, and this section is devoted to certified materials on these topics.

Protocols and checklists for handover

Current handover practices are highly variable. Standardisation of handover processes and content has the potential to improve safety by ensuring consistency in critical information exchanges. Tools in this section are divided into four categories, relevant to different types of handovers: intra-organisational handovers (handover within the hospital or primary care service; medication handovers; content of handovers; and materials related to standardising handover processes.

Patient empowerment

This section recognises that patients and their families are at the centre of the handover process and can play an important role in influencing the quality of handovers. It includes approaches for improving communication around handovers between patients and healthcare professionals, and was informed by the project’s patient advisory group.

Organisational and external factors

This section of Handover Tools includes tools and strategies for describing and assessing organisational and external factors that influence handovers. Tools in this section aid in describing and assessing the features that influence handover implementation, and result from state-of-the-art research.

A generic handover training programme

The Handover Tools section is a set of ‘certified’ tools that range from a description of how to apply process mapping to tutoring strategies for effective instruction. They comprise building blocks for handover training programmes and can be assembled using the ADDIE model. ADDIE is a generic process used by instructional designers and training developers that includes analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation. It offers a dynamic, flexible set of building blocks that can be selected and combined by training designers to build customised training for certain demands in handover.

There are three limitations of the Handover Toolbox that need to be taken into account and should be addressed in future research. While we are confident that we addressed the requirements expressed by the target users through the TEL-DP approach, some senior healthcare professionals were not used to social network navigation concepts, which may create a barrier to full adoption of tools and concepts from the Toolbox by all professionals. Carefully monitored test implementation of the Toolbox at specific target institutions will create knowledge about how to embed this resource into local training approaches. We plan to provide access to tools on mobile (handheld) devices, which will assist in guiding handovers during training situations and in real life implementation. Second, our generic training programme requires further development as it appears to be too general for practical application. Training will need to be expanded in the areas of medical knowledge and clinical decision-making skills related to the handover to ensure that the ‘right’ information is communicated and sufficiently understood by the other caregivers of the patient.

Finally, while we believe that the Toolbox will provide medical educators with state-of-the-art e-learning tools and content, our study did not collect empirical evidence that use of the Toolbox will make handovers more effective. Large-scale testing is needed to study the impact of the Toolbox on handover skills for students and healthcare professionals in the workplace, and the effect on improved safety and clinical outcomes.

CONCLUSIONS

While the literature mentions the need for handover training, there are no comprehensive accessible training programme tools. The Handover Toolbox used active involvement of stakeholders to address this void, by providing online resources and a community to support educators in the design and delivery of customised handover training. The Toolbox can also facilitate research on the effectiveness of handover training by disseminating generic training to a sufficient number of groups that produce data which will offer further insight into the effectiveness of training and its impact on patient care safety and quality. The Toolbox can support a shared vision and a training approach to support healthcare professionals who face an increasing amount of handovers at their workplace.

We see the Toolbox as a first step towards improving handover training and offering customisable solutions for medical educators. The emphasis should be on an adaptable, flexible training approach that enhances the potential for adoption and engagement by busy clinicians. Implementation of this training was only partly achieved within the European HANDOVER Project, and a follow-up project has begun that will implement the Toolbox in three university hospitals in Germany, Spain and Ireland.
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